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Torah Talk for Shoftim 5781   Deuteronomy 16:18-21:9 
 
Deut. 18:9    When you enter the land that the LORD your God is giving you, you shall not 

learn to imitate the abhorrent practices of those nations. 10 Let no one be found among you who 
consigns his son or daughter to the fire, or who is an augur [ םיִ֔מָסְק םֵ֣סֹק ], a soothsayer, a diviner, a 
sorcerer, 11 one who casts spells, or one who consults ghosts or familiar spirits, or one who 
inquires of the dead. 12 For anyone who does such things is abhorrent to the LORD, and it is 
because of these abhorrent things that the LORD your God is dispossessing them before you. 13 
You must be wholehearted with the LORD your God. 14 Those nations that you are about to 
dispossess do indeed resort to soothsayers and augurs [ םיִ֖מְסֹק ]; to you, however, the LORD your 
God has not assigned the like. 

 
NRSV:  fire, or who practices divination, or is a soothsayer, or an augur, or a sorcerer 
KJV:  fire, or that useth divination, or an observer of times, or an enchanter, or a witch 
Fox:  fire, an augurer of augury, a hidden-sorcerer, a diviner, or an enchanter 
NETS:  fire, one who practices divination, one who acts as diviner, one who practices 

ornithomancy, a sorcerer 
 
Num. 23:23   
  Lo, there is no augury [ ׁ֙שַחַ֙נ ] in Jacob,   NRSV:  enchantment 
  No divining [ םֶסֶ֖ק ] in Israel:h    NRSV:  divination 
  Jacob is told at once, 
  Yea Israel, what God has planned.   h Cf. Deut. 18.10–15.  

 
Num. 22:7    The elders of Moab and the elders of Midian, versed in divination [ םָ֑דָיְּב םיִ֖מָסְקּו ], 

set out. They came to Balaam and gave him Balak’s message. 
 
Josh. 13:22 Together with the others that they slew, the Israelites put Balaam son of Beor, the 

augur [ םֵ֑סֹוּקַה ], to the sword.) 
Num. 31:8 Along with their other victims, they slew the kings of Midian: Evi, Rekem, Zur, 

Hur, and Reba, the five kings of Midian. They also put Balaam son of Beor to the sword. 
 
Jacob Milgrom, Numbers, JPS Torah Commentary, Excursus 59 
Balaam: Diviner or Sorcerer? (chaps. 22–24) 
Indeed, in the Deir ꜥAlla inscription, Balaam is expressly called a hozeh, a clairvoyant (1.1), 

indicating that outside of Israel he was also known as a diviner (see Josh. 13:22). Moreover, the 
list of birds in that inscription (1.7–10) may indicate that Balaam divined by interpreting the 
omens of birds, and it may be no accident that such is the Balaam tradition preserved in Philo (1 
Mos. 282,287). 

 
2 Kings 17:17 They consigned their sons and daughters to the fire; they practiced augury 

[ םיִ֖מָסְק ּו֥מְסְקִּיַו ] and divination [ ּוׁשֵ֑חַנְיַו ], and gave themselves over to what was displeasing to the 
LORD and vexed Him. 
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Bernard Levinson, “Deuteronomy,” Jewish Study Bible 
 10: Who is an augur, a soothsayer … : The AB sequence of these two initial terms is 

reversed at the end of the list, in the B’A’ of “soothsayers and augurs” (v. 14), thereby 
providing the long list of vv. 10–14 with a frame. The list provides the most comprehensive 
compilation of such activities in the Bible (Exod. 22.17; Lev. 19.30–31; 20.6, 27; Isa. 8.19). It 
is no longer possible to identify precisely each of the prohibited forms of divination. Indeed, 
because the list is so comprehensive, it is unclear whether each term represented a distinct 
activity still known to the author or whether the list represents more of a scholastic 
compilation. Sorcerer reflects the standard Akkadian term for magic (“kishpu”). 

 
Jeffrey Tigay, Deuteronomy, JPS Torah Commentary 
an augur, a soothsayer, a diviner The first term, kosem kesamim, is a general term for a 

diviner or soothsayer. It covers techniques as diverse as belomancy (interpreting the way 
arrows fall when shaken out of a quiver), hepatoscopy (interpreting the configurations of the 
liver of a sacrificial animal), and necromancy (consulting the spirits of the dead). The term is 
even used disparagingly of false prophecy.… The third term, menaḥesh, also seems to be a 
general one. In Genesis 44:5 and 15 it refers to divination based on the patterns formed when 
liquids of different density are mixed in a goblet, such as drops of oil added to water or the 
reverse (oleomancy and hydromancy). In Numbers 24:1 the related noun refers to a type of 
divination practiced outdoors, such as observing the clouds or the flight patterns of birds. 

 
IBN EZRA: An augur. The Hebrew expression may actually be a more general term covering 

all the other categories; it refers to those who declare that something will “undoubtedly” take 
place at a certain time in the future. You will find its Aramaic equivalent in “wise men, exorcists, 
magicians, and diviners cannot tell to the king” (Dan. 2:27). But conceivably this too is a 
specific term for “the scanners of heaven, the star-gazers, who announce, month by month, 
whatever will come upon you” (Isa. 47:13), based on the primary and secondary motions of the 
stars.  

 
Joanne K. Kuemmerlin-McLean, “Magic (OT),” Anchor Bible Dictionary 
b. qōsēm qĕsāmı̂m (“diviner, augurer”). Arguments for understanding qsm as a very general 

term are based (1) on the Deuteronomistic tendency to list a general term first in a series with 
subsequent terms providing clarification and nuance, (2) on comparative etymology, and (3) on 
uses of qsm elsewhere in the OT (cf. Num 23:23; 1 Sam 15:23; 2 Kgs 17:17; Mic 3:6). 

 
RASHI: An augur. This is someone who holds a stick to determine, “Shall I go or shall I 

not go?” As the prophet says, “My people: It consults its stick, its rod directs it!” (Hosea 4:12). 
GERSONIDES:  An augur. As long as there is some obvious reason, there is nothing wrong with 

saying that certain times are better than others for certain purposes. 
HIZKUNI: An augur. The way one holds a stick to determine his course of action is by 

grabbing it hand over hand: “I’ll go … I won’t go.”  Whichever hand gets the end of the stick 
determines the answer. 

 


